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Best Quadrature Formulas and Splines 
In this paper. best quadrature formulas in the sense of Sard with lixcd 
knots corresponding to splines satisfying mixed boundary canditions are 
characterized. Work along these lines was initiated by Schoenberg in [7 ~91 
and subsequently refined and generalized by Karlin in [3]. Here the analysis, 
in [?I is extended to include quadrature formulas involving mixed boundarq 
forms. Additionally. not only polynomial splines but also splines induced 
by a general differential operator of Polya type IV’ are considered. This 
generality is useful because it reveals clearly, for the tirst time. the full 
role played by the adjoint differential operator in the correspondence between 
quadrature formulas and monosplines. Also, certain hypotheses made in [3] 
regarding sign consistency of matrices corresponding to the adjoint boundat-> 
forms are seen to be unnecessary. being consequences of the sign consistent! 
alread! imposed on the original boundary forms (A result of this type is 
suggested by certain Green’s function considerations.) This observation 
considerably simplifies the task of verifying that the hypothesis of some basic 
theorems in [3] are satisfied in concrete cases. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the basic notation 
and concepts to be used. Section 3 establishes the basic correspondence 
between quadrature formulas exact on a specified class of polynomials and 
monosplines. Section 4 characterizes the quadrature formula best in the 
sense of Sard essentially in terms of an orthogonality condition (of little 
practical utility), and also by means of a system of linear equations explicit& 
available for computation. A simple example points out that Theorem I .3 in 
[3] must be rephrased. Section 5 presents some important quadrature 
formulas involving mixed boundary forms. In particular. periodic and 
antiperiodic boundary forms arc treated. Section 5 also contains a basic 
result (Theorem 5.2) concerning the sign consistency of boundary forms and 
their adjoints (Professor S. Karlin told me that hc also discovered this result 
for the cast of separated boundary conditions: his work is unpubli>hed. but 
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he lectured on it at the Weizmann institute in 1973.) This result bear5 useful 
consequences here, and in the study of boundary value problem5 of the 
Sturm-Liouville type. Sections 6 and 7 deal with quadrature formulas 
involving separated boundary forms. In particular. improved vcrGons of 
Theorems 3.2 and 4.1 in [3] are obtained Also. Theorem 6.3 extend\ and 
refines a basic result, Theorem I in Schoenberg (81. Section 8 contains 
concluding remarks and extensions of this work, including a discussion of 
multiknot quadrature formulas. 
2. TERMINOLOGV AND PRELIMI~\'~RY R~scr.1~ 
‘4 IIKNUI.S~~~~~~~ oj’degree II with knots {<,,.j;‘= 1 , 0 <. (I ... . e,. :. I. iri an 
cxprestion of the form. 
where h,. and (I’,( are real. The class of such monosptines is denoted b> -/i’,,., 
If the term ,V 77! is discarded. the resulting function is a s/>/inr ~j’rityw /I 1 
with knots it,*). The linear space of these splines is denoted by .Y;,,, If the 
monosplines or sptines are required to satisfy the boundary condition\. F. the 
resulting classes of functions wilt be denoted by .A’~~,,(.F) and .‘/,,, (.F). 
respectively. The knots {f,,) remain tixed in what follows and so are not 
mentioned explicitly in the notation. 
More precisely the sptines (monosptines) above are polynomial \plines 
(monosplines). They are piecewise solutions of the differential equation 
Lll 0 where L D”( L D” I). respectively. More generally (cf. tiarlin 
and Studden [5]), consider sptines and monosptines defined by means of the 
differential operator. 
where, 
L L,, D,,D,, , ... I>, , 
an d. 
(D,Z/)(X) D[7l(x):w,(.Y)], D tJ,cf:c. 
w,(s) 0 on 0 ..Y 1. 
11‘) F C"" ' '. ; I. 2..... /I 
An!, solution to Lu 0 is called an L-po!,wotnia/ or po/~mttlia/ f~>r \hort. 
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The class of these polynomials is denoted by .b .Y ,l . The differential 
equation Llr 0 has a basis of solutions, 
which constitute an extended complete Tchebychetf system. and satisfy the 
initial conditions. 
(D’ -‘L/,)(o) ,i,,(O) h,, i. ; I . . . . . II. 
where. 
Di =-D,D, , ‘1. D,D,,. j I..... t1. 
and 
D” D,, 1. 
the identity operator. The function, 
is the fundamental solution for LU 0 determined by zero initial data at zero. 
and the characteristic jump discontinuity. 
which is equrvalent to the requirement that the (II I )st (ordinary) derivative 
of $,,(.Y: <) exhibit a jump of I;p,,(f) at .Y t. where L p,,(x) LI’J idr’, 
An L-.s~~/i~le. or sp/O~ for short, with knots it,,:;, , is a function S ~1 C” 2 
[O. I] which satisfies (LS)(.u) 0 except (possibly) when s c- {tA:. Each such 
S has an explicit representation as. 
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for certain constants {b,) and {d,J. An L-monospline, or monospline for short. 
with knots {[I,.}f=I is a function of the form. 
where #,Jx) is the unique solution to the initial value problem. 
Direct integration yields the explicit representation for lLll . 
The differential operator L has adjoint, 
where 
L* z-z L,,* : D,” . . . Dn*. 
Let 
D,* = (-I/M.~) D. j := I ,.... 11 
D*' _~ D* 
)I I-j '.. ).... /I. 
and by special convention 
For later purposes it is useful to introduce the following notation: 
where. 
Then, 
and, 
L* = ((-l)~z/~~I) D,, ... D,m,+, , 
L*L ((-l)‘“/wl) Dal6 ... D, . 
(2.3) 
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Thus L*Llr 0 has a basis. 
where i l..... 2~. (Notice that u, ,.... II,, arc as given in (?.I).) Also. L’u 0 
has a basis constructed as in (2.1) with I\‘, . . . . . II’,, replaced, respectively, b> 
“‘,, +I . . . . . I(‘.,,, This basis is denoted b>,. 
and the fundamental solution for L* is denoted by. 
It is determined by zero initial data at zero and the characteristic jump 
continuity. 
DT” ‘&*c( : E, n*’ ‘$,)‘(f :<) -sir,. 
Just as for L. polynomials, splines. and monosplines are induced by L,* and 
L*L. These L”-splines and L*-monosplincs ptay a key rote in determining 
quadrature formulas exact for L-polynomials, as do the L*L-splines and 
L*L-monosptines. In particular, an L”-monospline has the form, 
\,I(.\-) -- $h,,q.\-) -- i h,,zr,, 7s) : i (/,,+,l*(.\-: (,,, 
I I i. = 1 
where J,,(” is the unique solution to, 
r.,,+$!f I, 
and an L * L-monosptine has the form 
where $ L,i and $.L,t L ‘Ire defined in terms of II‘, . . .._ I$‘?,, just as #,1 and Q, are 
defined in terms of MT, .. . . . w,, 
In order to simplify notation the fottowin, 0 conventions will be used. The 
class of L-polynomials. L-sptines, and L-monosptines wilt always be denoted. 
respectively, by 
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The class of all L*-polynomials, L*-splines, and L”-monosplines will be 
denoted. respectively, by 
The class of all L*L-polynomials. I<“l-splines, and L*L-monosplines 
will be denoted, respectively, by 
If any of these classes are subject to boundary constraints, 3, notation such 
as .rYn,,.(.F) will indicate this fact. 
Consider mixed boundary forms. 
C,‘;(U) i UijDf ‘i/(O) i h,p-‘u(l), i --- ] (.... /I 
/ I / I 
Let 
Cl ru, ..__. U,,) 
be the vector of these boundary forms and 
C = .A.B,. 
be the 11 I 27 matrix determined by these forms. Assume rank C = 11. 
Let L’ E C”- ‘[O, I] with z.(+~) piecewise continuous with at worst jump 
discontinuities at 5, ,..., 5, . Then for II E C”-‘[O. I] with II(“) piecewise 
continuous with at worst jump discontinuities integration by parts yields 
where 
For z E C” ’ in 21 neighborhood 0 and 1 in [0, I] define the &-vectors 2 and 
-h bv - i 
: - (D",-(O) ._,., D"-'=(O). D":( I) . . . . . D"+':( 1))T. 
-* : - (D*“;(o) ..__. D*” ‘I(0). n*“(l) . . . . . fl+’ ‘:(l))r. 
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Define matrices B(X) and S 
where si :z (O,..., 0. I. O,..., 0)’ is the usual ith coordinate basis vector. and 
Then 
B(u. I’) sfi .1.*. 
where is the usual inner product in 2/r-space. 
Adjoin rows p I...., 2n to the matrix C ” ,4, B mi so that the resulting 
matrix 
( : .4. d c,, . .a,, 
has rank 2~. Boundary forms complementary to U are defined by 
Forms U,*(7)) and U*(U) are defined by 
(2.5) 
where the k on the matrices signifies the transpose conjugate operation. The 
forms U*(r) are acijoi77t to the forms U(U) because 
and consequently 
This equation will be called the basic intcgmtio77 /I!, /MI~~.s forn77tku 
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Let .3 be an ~1 : 77 matrix and 17 --I ~1. 77. Then. 
stands for the determinant of the matrix obtained from il by deleting all rows 
and columns except those labelled i, . . . . . i,, and,j, ,...., j,, . respectively. 
3. QUADRATURE FORMULAS EXACT ON L-POLYNOMIALS 
The correspondence between monosplines and quadrature formulas exact 
on (ordinary) polynomials of degree .--II ~- I introduced in Schoenberg [8] 
and extended and refined in Karlin [3] to embrace general separated boundary 
forms ~\ill be extended to include general mixed boundary forms. Also, the 
analysis here is presented for quadrature formulas exact on L-polynomials. 
111 this setting, it emerges clearly, for the first time, that quadrature formulas 
exact on L-polynomials are in I : I correspondence with certain Lx-mono- 
splinca. In the ordinary polynomial case L* ~~ (~- I )” L, the set of mono- 
spiines for L and f.* agree or differ by a minus sign and the full role played 
by adjoint differential operator is obscured. The analysis of this section 
differs in several respects from that in [3, 71 because certain direct evaluations 
possible in the ordinary polynomial case are not available. 
Let 
M(.Y) -= II,,,*(x) -: i b,.u,,*(.r) 1 i I/,$$,,*(.\.: &J, 
1 I i> = I
be an L”-monospline. Replacing I’ by A4 in (2.6) and utilizing L*M(.u) I 
for .V ~4 (<],j it follows that 
If .tl also satisfies the adjoint boundary conditions. 
u*(M) 0 
then 
i q.u(C,, 1 (3.2) 
I, I 
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where 
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Consequently the quadrature formula 
is exac‘l 011 L-pol~7ioniial.s. 
Conversely suppose 
ih exact on L-polynomials. For II c C’j[O. I] the (generalized) Taylor formula 
LILY) : i e,u,(.\.) ~~ 1.’ J-u(t) $5,,(.q t) dt: 
) I . 0 
D< 'zf(O) 0, 
w,(O) ' ' 
I ,.... //, 
holds. (Consult [5. Chapter I I. Lemma 1.21 and its proof.) Hence if 
is the error functional for the quadrature formula. it follows that 
where the subscript indicates that R operatores with respect to the \ari:lble I, 
and the interchange of order is easily justified. The next two lemmas &OU 
that 
M(t) R,,.$,,(s: 1) 
is an P-monospline. Observe that 
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where d,! ](.Y: t) is the fundamental solution corresponding to D, , ... D, 
Since 1. Y D,* ... D ?!* where D,* ( - I ~7,) D. it follows that 
Kepeatcd dift‘erentiation yields 
The iinal assertion in the lemma is evident. 1 
Consider a typical term in the first sum. 
(3.5) 
for 0 t I. A short calculation yields, 
h,(f) ." ["' f II‘ (I ,) c/t L .'. c/t PI ,, ?, / . 
* I 
EvidentI). 
n,,-/l,(t) w,(I) )_' II.,., j', ..' ( 
.I,, a 
lI‘,d ,(t,! .') A,, " "' dt, , 
. i * I . i 
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and so upon successive application of D,T , ,,.., D,* it follows that 
L”h,( f ) 0 
forj - I,..., 17. Thus the first sum in &J&(X; t)] is an L*-polynomial. (When 
t : 0 the right side of (3.5) should be increased by I:=, ~~[a~,~w,(O)] which 1.” 
annihilates.) 
Consider a typical term jn the second sum in Qz[4n(~: t)], 
Differentiating as in Lemma 3.1 yields 
D,” ... D,*+,(t,,.: t) u’,( !JsJ, t s: f,, . 
0, 51,. (: t. 
and f,*$,([,; t) mu 0 for t Y <,, Thus, 
D*‘” ‘+n(t,, ; t,c ) D*“ ‘$n(t,: : &--> - w,(f,.,. 
and +Jfr;; t) exhibits the same jump in its (n I)st derivative as the fun- 
damental solution 4,*(t; f,,). Consequently, I&*(& tk) and 4,Jfki; t) differ by 
an L*-polynomial. These observations prove the lemma. 1 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 establish that the remainder functional for the qua- 
drature formula (3.4) can be expressed as 
for some monospline M EG&?‘~,,. . On the other hand, from (3.1) 
where u, . c,< are given by (3.3) and 
17, L’;*(M), i /I I . ..., 2/z. (3.X) 
Now (3.4). (3.6)-(3.8) yield 
jg (ai n,‘)c~,(u) 1 5 h,U,. ,(u) i (C), C,‘)Zl(~,) == 0 (3.9) 
J ,lII 1~1 
for all II t C’l[O, I]. 
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The 31 boundary conditions U(u) --- 0, U,(u) : 0 are equivalent to the 
stipulations 
P%(x) Lz 0, ,j ~ I)...) n; x =y= 0, 1. 
For all 21 E CJz[O, I] satisfying these requirements, (3.9) reduces to 
which manifestly implies 
Thus (3.9) reduces to 
i (Ui - a,‘) Ui(U) 2 biUr,i(u) ~=-I 0 
i-l i&p+1 
for all N E C[O, I]. In particular, for 21 == I/; with ui given in (2.4), 
i Uj(U,)(Uj - a,‘) f U,.,j(UJ bj = 0 
i--l j-p 1 
for i : I,..., 2n. This 2n x 2n system has matrix 
which is the transpose of the matrix 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
where C and 11, are defined above (2.5) in Section 2, and Ui is the ith column of 
the indicated matrix. Since C is nonsingular the coefficient matrix of (3.11) 
will be nonsingular provided 
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From (2.1) and (2.4) 
Wu, . . . . . u,,)(O) diag(\r,(O) ,,... N.,,(O)). 
W( 1/ II 1 , . . . . l/t,,)(O) 0. 
Hence. the system (3. I 1 ) is nonsingular ill’ 
which is the case because the kernel @(i. .u) l/,(S), i I .,._. 2n and 0 
.Y .< 1. is ETP,(x) (see [I. Chapter 6, Theorem I .2]) and so 
det W’(U,, , . IL,, )( I ) 0. 
Consequently, (3. I I) implies that 
0,’ Ii, . i I . . . . . 1’. 
h, 0. i p - I . . . . . 2t7 
Thus, the quadrature formula (3.4) i:, induced by a monospline M t- .A’:,, 
which satisfies the adjoint boundary conditions li*( M) 0. 
If M, . AI, E A!,T,, both generate the same quadrature formula, then 
1.’ (Lu)( >M, :\I,) Il.\- 0 
. 0 
for all II E C’f[O. I]. Since LC”[O, I] CIO. I], it follows that M, M, TllC 
following theorem has been established. 
THEOREM 3. I There is a 1 : I c,orresponciet’en~~~ hetl~~een (luadrarlrre,fon,ll,lu,\ 
qf’the,form 
QC”) i UjUi(lt) i C,,Ll(E,,) (3.12) 
, I I, I 
n,hicii arc exact of7 L-pol~~t7ot77iais ui7d L*-tnot70spiit7es. M, .satisf.‘\sing l/w 
adjoint boundary conditions, I/*( IV) 0. If‘Q(u) corresponds to M. t/ret7 
(1, L:,‘.,(nf,. i I . . 1’. 
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4. BEST QUADRATURE FORMULAS 
Let % be the class of quadrature formulas (3.12) which are exact on 
L-polynomials. Let 5? [resp., W*] be the class of functions satisfying the 
boundary conditions U(U) = 0 [resp.. U*(U) 01. 
A quadrature formula g E c is best in the sense of Sad for the class % if 
(4.1) 
where 
and I?(U), R(u) are the respective error functionals for the quadrature for- 
mulas Q, &. 
The analysis leading up to Theorem 4.1 below is due to Karlin in [3]. 
(Theorem 4.1 below is essentially Theorem 1.2 in [3].) In view of the error 
formula 
R(u) 7 j.l (Lu) Mdr, 
- 0 
the Schwarz inequality together with the condition for equality. and the fact 
that f. maps C”[O. I] onto C[O, I]. (4.1) is equivalent to 
(4.2) 
where A E ~H,*,r(~n*) corresponds to Q. Thus the problem of finding a 
quadrature formula best in the sense of Sard is equivalent to finding a 
monospline in J&,T,,(B*) which best approximates zero in L,[O, I]. Since 
&f,,(H*) is closed and convex, this problem has a unique solution mprovided 
J&‘&(~@**) is nonempty (equivalently, % is nonempty). Furthermore, since 
&‘,T,,(%*) is the translate of the subspace P’p,T..,(&‘*)by I@, (4.2) states that 0 is 
the best approximation to i%’ in Y’“,T,,.(.JA*). Thus I@ is characterized by the 
orthogonality requirement. 
The following theorem has been proved. 
THEOREM 4. I. Assume % is not enlptj, (see Theorem 4.2). TIw7 the 
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quadrature ,formula best in the sense of Sard corresponds to the unique mono- 
.spline AT E i I”d&.(9J*) determined by the orthogonalit~~ conditiotl 
i’ A(x) S(x) d.u 0, s t .‘r’;,,(& “). 
“I, 
The orthogonality condition in Theorem 4. I does not provide a practical 
characterization of I@ because a basis for YT,,(g*) is not readily at hand in 
most cases. The following result, Theorem 4.2, provides a useful practical 
determination of A? in terms of an explicitly available system of linear 
equations. Theorem 4.2 is the extension of Theorem 3.1 in [3] to the case of 
mixed boundary forms. 
For 1: z~- S E Yp,T,,(g*) the basic integration by parts formula (2.6) yields 
because L*S(x) 0 for x $ {fl,j. 
THEOREM 4.2. The class % oj’admissible quadrature.jbnlrrrlas is nonempt~~ 
iJ’there exists a motlospline R E JCzll,r (see Section 2,fbr the notation) such that. 
A- =: l,..., r. 
(4.4) 
determines the quadrature,formula best iI7 the sense of Sard. 
Proojl If m satisfies (4.4), then I@ =: Ll% E A&(99*). (Indeed it is easy to 
confirm that LAzn,, E AZ,,,). Hence the class ‘6 is nonempty. From (4.3) with 
21 z &J 
and J? determines the best quadrature formula. 1 
Let X : ~: lbrn + 3 where kq E ,ip-,,, . Then (4.4) is equivalent to 
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Theorem 1.3 in [3] states that 59 is nonempty iff the determinant of the 
system (4.6) is nonzero. This result must be rephrased in view of the following 
example; in fact, the reasoning used in Theorem 1.3 in [3] is essentially that 
used to prove Theorem 4.3 below. Consider quadrature formulas of the form 
Among these quadrature formulas precisely one, Q,(U), is exact on poly- 
nomials of degree <<II - 1 where n =m 2. (Here the ordinary polynomial case 
is treated with L == d2jc/x2.) Of course, Q,(U) is just the familiar midpoint 
rule. In this case conditions (4.4) on fl E&~,~ are. 
where U*(U) = 0 is: ~(0) -:z U’(O) = I/( I) = z/‘(I) =z 0. A short computation 
yields 
S(x) = g - ;; + B(s - l/2) - ; (x - l/2); 
with B an arbitrary constant. Consequently, (4.6) must have a zero deter- 
minant. Finally, 
and it is easily checked that 112 determines Q,(z/) as it must. 
In view of this example it is useful to determine when (4.4). equivalently 
(4.6), determines fir uniquely. 
THEOREM 4.3. The requirements (4.4), equivalently (‘4.6), deterrniue ,v 
wiiqt4e~I’ ifJ’ the oldy pol~wornial in Yp,(@ interpolating zero data on {t,;)f; 1 is 
the zero po/ynotnial. Thus, J%’ is zmique wh r > II. 
Proof: Suppose (4.4) uniquely determines lv E J&&~. If P E P”,,(g) inter- 
polates zero data on {&:. then Nt = 13’ -f- P satisfies (4.4). Hence 1%’ = N, 
and P 0. 
Conversely assume zero is the only polynomial in 9Jp,(9?) interpolating zero 
data on (cP:. Let S,, E =‘r,,.,. be a solution to the homogeneous system 
U(S,,) z 0. 
iJ*(Ls”) = 0, 
S,,(5,.) r= 0, A I..... r, 
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corresponding to (4.6) and let S, LS,, Clearly. S, t -‘rz,,(.ti*). From (4.3) 
Thus S, 0. i.e.. LS,, 0 and so S,, C- .4,,(.8) interpolates Lero data on {[,,I. 
1 Hence, J,, 0 and (4.6) has a unique solution. 1 
Re~~urk 4. I. Conditions (4.4) in Theorem 4.2 are sufficient to ensure that 
the class of admissible quadrature formulas. %. is nonempty; however. it is 
not known whether these conditions are necessary as well. The following 
conditions, rather close to (4.4). are both necessary and suficient for % to be 
rionemptb. 
I/( 3.) 0. 
I’“( 1,s) 0. (4.7) 
If all these conditions are satisfied ~rf Lf corresponds to the best quadra- 
ture formula as is seen by the argument of Theorem 4.2. On the other hand. 
if % is nonempty and I@ E ~ir,T,,(-8*) determines the best quadrature formula. 
then the boundary value problem. 
is solvable because the orthogonality property (4.5) guarantees that A 1s 
orthogonal to all solutions of the homogeneous adjoint boundary value 
problem 
L*r. 0. 
u*(v) 0. 
It is easy to check that i?’ t SK,,,, and also U*( L:%) ti”( !iz) 0. Finally 
from (4.3), (4.5) 
for SE Y,:‘.,(./A*), and conditions (4.7) hold. 
In the next section, conditions (4.4) are shown to uniquely determine :f 
for some important classes of quadrature formulas involving mixed boundar! 
forms. 
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5. SOME I~IPORTANT QUADRATURE FORMULAS WITH 
MIXED BOUNDARY FORMS 
The determination of I@ corresponding to the best quadrature formula 
from (4.4) involves solving the (2n -t Y) :: (2n I- Y) system (4.6). In expanded 
form this system is 
i a,,Dj- ‘S(O) : i bi,D1-‘S( I) === P, . i -- l,...,p, 
Jo I I 1 
*’ ‘LS(0) + c b,;D*’ ‘LS( I) -~~ ,f; , i = /I -, I )..., 27, (5.1) 
i I 
S(L) ~- 0, k = I,....r, 
Here 
are the matrices such that ii A, , B, II is the matrix of the adjoint boundary 
forms U*(u) constructed in (2.5). From Section 2. 
and the boundary conditions in (5.1) can be expressed in the more convenient 
form 
To guarantee the existence of a spline S E 9?&,,,. satisfying (5. I) appeal is 
made to the basic interpolation theorem of Melkman [6], see also Karlin and 
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Pinkus [4]. which is stated as Theorem 5. I below for easy reference. A set of 
boundary forms 
/t, 
is said to satisfy Postulute J il 
(i) E and F are k 111 with li min(271. 111 I’). 
(ii) the /C 2~1 matrix II t/,, . where 
4, e,,(~- i)l It’ i j I ..__. k: j I . . . . . 171. 
f;.,,,, 1 / i I . . . 1 X;,j ._ 777 -’ I..... 377. 
has rank L and is .sigt7 consistent of ot+r X (SC,.). i.e., all nonzero subdeter- 
minants of D have the same sign. 
which sufi:/~~~ Postulate J, ard interpoluriotl cotditions 
S(.u,) .I‘, i I...../? : r x. 
there exists u zttliyue s/dine S(.\-) qJ’ degree 17 I wit/1 kt1ots {f,(j ;Cm=l sali.sfl~it?g 
these howidar~ and interpolation conditions ijf’,for .bome s. 0 ” .s ’ k. there 
e.uists a collectiotl of indices i, C- ,. -:: i, . ( 1 i,, n). ard .jl -. .‘. 
,j,. ~ . (n : I : j,, 3n) for u~hiclt 
D if,;::.. i. j, . j: “i i (I \. 5 
.Y,. \ c- 5,. , 1’ .s -- I ,.... I’. 
2/r 1 it. \ 1 Ii i,; n / , . IL I..... I, I’ .\ . 
,v/,ere I; ’ 1 “-s 
1111 is cotnplettwitary to [ill; it7 { I . . . . . t71 ;
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(ii) ifli < s -, Y, then 
In (i) and (ii) the conditions are to apply when the subscripts are meaningful. 
In the application of Theorem 5.1 to the case at hand. the matrix of the 
boundary forms (5.2) has the special form 
Use of Laplace’s expansion and some elementary simplifications show that 
boundary conditions (5.2) satisfy Postulate J iff the matrices E = 1~ eii I and 
F --- ii,Li / are SC,, and SC, ml8 of full rank. respectively. where 
and 
ei, z: uii(- 1)’ r- 1’. ; == [ ,‘..> p; J- -= I,..., I?. 
(5.3) 
=-- b;,?,, -1-i , i= 1 )...) p;,j = II -,- I)..., 2/l. 
(For convenience the rows of F are labeled p + I,..., 2n.) In fact, if D is the 
matrix constructed as in Postulate J for boundary conditions (5.2). then the 
only possibly nonzero subdeterminants of D are 
, 2/l 
) 1-1 ) p1 ,..., p,, 1 y1 ‘..., yT , 8, >.... s,,., 
rz & 
i 
I,... - 17’ 
‘X1 ....) IYt ) 8, ~- 2ll)...) s,,. ~ 211 1 
v F p -;~ l,... , 2/l 
\ p, ~~- I? ).... )l3?, - II, y1 ~.- I1 )..., yr -~~ II (5.5) 
where 
and t is a nonzero numerical factor whose sign is independent of the column 
indices. (The factor E involves products of l/rVj(X) for x = 0 and 1, apart 
from a factor &I .) 
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The next theorem, of general importance for boundary value problems, 
reveals that sign consistency assumptions on a set of boundary conditions 
implies analogous sign consistency for the adjoint boundary conditions. It 
will be used to show that F is automatically SC,,, .,) with full rank whenever E 
is SC,, with full rank. This fact is of evident practical importance for deter- 
mining when boundary conditions (5.2) satisfy Postulate J. 
THEOREM 5.2. Asswne that the houndar~~,ftirtm 
U,(u) = i a,,iD’plu(0) 1 i b,,D’~ ‘u(I), i I . . . . . [I 
I=1 i- I 
are such that the matrix D, = 1, cl,!:’ i is SC,, qf’full rank where 
Then the adjoint boundar~,fbrtns 
U,(r) = i azD*’ ‘r(O) -r i bzD*’ ‘I.( I), i p 1,...,2n 
j=l j 1 
cotutructed in (2.5) determine a matrix D,l _ ii d!+?j, I/ which is SC2,-1, c$‘firll 
rank whew 
d(” *,, --= a77(- 1)” 1 1’. i 1’ : I . . . . . 2n;,j ~- I . . . . . II. 
Pro@: Let V ==z (c-l)* S* denote the matrix in (2.5). Then, 
and 
* a,, _. (‘ii , i p I,..., 217: j =- I . . . . . 17 
Let I .<,j, < ... <,j,Y < II < kqll < ... < k,,(-,, &,: 2n. Then, 
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By the Cauchy-Binet formula 
i’ s* i c$ 
,... 
1 .il, . . . . . is, 3~ -I- 1 -- ksil ,.... 3~ -t- 1 - ‘%n-,, 1 k,,m ,, 
,2n 
.I, ,..., II L I -.il , k, .1 ,..., k,,l+, 1 
because of the special form of S*. Thus. 
/j = (_ 1) ,.(r+u)i-(L’n--u) ! SC.\-1) 2-(n,, 1. _.. i,,,,- p) 
But (see [I, p. 3]), 
p, “2 
t 
-t- 1 - .i,? ,. . . . II :- I -.il , k,,, ,..., k,,- ,, 
p t- I,... , 2/r i
where 
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1 .<,j]’ <: ... < .ji-, .< II is complementary to {,j,jb in {I ,..., II:, 
,z ~! I -: /iI’ .-’ ... -: k;,!,<-, -c 217 is complementary to {k,)$;’ in 
{I? ( 1,...,2n). 
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so 
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Next a short calculation shows that 
The second factor on the right simplifies to 
Combining this with the first factor in the preceding equation for A and 
simplifying yields 
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which proves the theorem. 1 
RemA 5.1. The proof actually shows that D, is SC,, of full rank iff 
D,, is SC,,, -,, of full rank. 
Theorem 5.2 yields 
THEOREM 5.3. Boundary conditiom (5.2) sati& Postulate J iff the matrix 
E iti (5.3) is SC,, of,tidl rank. 
Proqf. The definitions of E, F, D, , and LItI. yield 
The last equation in the proof of Theorem 5.2 can now be expressed as 
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Thus E is SC,, of full rank iff F is SC,,, ,, of full rank. The theorem follows 
from the remarks preceding (5.3). u 
Application of this theorem in conjunction with Theorem 5. I yields 
THEOREM 5.4. Let E and F be giren h,~. (5.3) and (5.4). Assume E is SC,, of 
full rank. Then there exists a unique monospline &’ E Jlz,,,, sati,sfving 
(5.6) 
ifJ’there exist indices {a,,:, {P,,), ( ycj, (8,: SLICJI that 
E i,j;;:.,. 
’ P 
Y, , 6, 2/l,..., s,,. i 2,l. 
i 0. 
I,... 
F$- II.... 
, 2n 
1 . p!, ~.~ I?. y, II ,.... y{. II, =A O3 
where t Al- 14% p, u + I: =- 2n ~ p, and the indices 
I x, <’ ” <’ (y, .’ ,I .__ p, ( .cT p(, 
.. 2il <. y1 i “’ < y,. ‘*. 31 < 6, . .” <. 8,,. 4n 
must in addition satisfy: Let {il ,..., iqj (oil . . . . . Al, . p, . . . . 1 /3,,j SO s t II 
and {.i, ,...., jell .I ~~ {y, . . . . . y!. . 6, ,..., S,,.:. 
Case 1. Assume r == 0, i.e., no knots occur. Then the indices must .satiTfj, 
4n I I ~~~ ,&, ,- y ,i .- i,‘. p = I ,.... 2n .Y. 
Case 2. Assume r > I. Then the indices must he Juch that s ‘;, 0 and 
(i) if 2n :Y- s I r, 4n -(- I - ,jzn, 1 ~ ii . i,li )’ , p - I . . . . . 2n r- .s. 
while 
(ii) jf’2n < s -I r, then s < 2n. 
Here {lL II “\“’ + is the complementary set qfindices to {il); in {I . . . . . 2nj. and the 
abooe conditions are to apply on!13 when the subscripts are meaningf~rl. 
Proqf: With the sets (cq,], {/$I, (y,.f, {S,), (ill, and {,i(: defined as above. 
(5.5) shows that 
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iff both determinants listed in the theorem are nonzero. By Theorem 5.1 
there exists a unique monospline fl satisfying (5.6) iff these determinants are 
nonzero for indices {iJ and {j,] satisfying the stated conditions. (Note that 
the knots and points of interpolation agree in this case.) i 
RcnmX 5.2. If /I = 0 (resp., p == 2/r) the condition on E (resp., F) is to 
be dropped. 
Renmk 5.3. The adjoint boundary forms and hence F must be known if 
~~ is to be computed explicitly; however, the conditions in the theorem 
guaranteeing the existence of &’ can be stated without explicit reference to 
the adjoint boundary forms. Indeed, by the last equation in the proof of 
Theorem 5.3, the condition on F is equivalent to 
where {p,‘:y ’ is complementary to {pl]y in {n -~ I..... 2171, and {rl’j’;- ’ is 
complementary to {y,): in (2n + I...., 311;. 
Rrmrh 5.4. It is interesting to consider the example in Section 4 involving 
the midpoint rule in the context of Theorem 5.4. In this case p I 0 and F is 
SC4 of full rank. Since Y -= 1, Case 2 of the theorem is relevant. It is easily 
checked that Case 2(i) applies and that the index requirement is not satisfied. 
EXAWLES. (a) Periodic houndary,fornu. Because of their frequent oc- 
currence in applications, periodic boundary forms are among the most 
important mixed boundary forms. In this case the matrix D itself is readily 
available 
assuming that all the functions u.~(x) are periodic with period I because then 
the boundary forms are self-adjoint. It is easily verified that D is SCZ,, iff r is 
odd in which case 
D ( f . . . . ,, 2/f) = 1; 1)‘~. i,' = 4r7 1 ,j2,i 1 *-I 1 
71 .. . . 1 I. ,./I . . . . ,./‘l,i \ otherwise. 
where / I .__.. 2n ~ s 'i ‘t”’ ’ is complementary to {i,); in {I ,.... 2n.i. and 11 I II 
I i, -C ..’ <i,, _ 211 <,j, < '.. Cjro 1 Y 4n. Since r is odd, Case 2 of 
the theorem is relevant. If I ’ r -; 2~. choose s 217 ~~ r. Then s .a 0 and 
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s -I- I’ -~ 211. If Y > 2n (hence, Y ,b 2n) choose s 1. In either case all the 
stipulations of Case 2 are met and N is uniquely determined. 
If the wj(x) are not periodic, calculation of the adjoint boundary forms 
shows that the matrix D has positive factors multiplying the columns II - I . . . . . 
3~ above, and so the previous analysis can be carried out with inessential 
changes. Alternatively, the adjoint boundary forms need not be calculated 
at all in view of Remark 5.3. For periodic boundary forms the matrix E is 
!i ( I)“ I 
and E is SC,, iff r is o&l in which case 
for I I ,..., II’. Likewise, 
_ (( ~. ]yl(?Prl):‘L p,’ --- 4/l ' 1 Y?Il~f. 
IO. otherwise, 
for I --~ l,..., 1’. Thus to obtain nonzero values for the appropriate E sub- 
determinants 
’ 1, -- 477 f 1 B,,._ 1 I . I l..... II’, 
Br’ 4i7 -k I --- y!*~j , . 1 : I...., I’. 
If {iI ,.... iJ =. (011 ,.... 011 ) 13, ..., PJandij, ,...,hn-,$ x- iy, . . . . . yt;, 6, . . . . . &J 
the previous stipulations are 
iL’ ~-- 477 I- I - .jen--a-l , I I . . ., 211 s. 
Now it follows exactly as before that &’ is uniquely determined. 
(b) An tiperiodic boundalar~~ ,forr77s. These forms can be treated in the same 
manner as periodic forms. In this case, r must be el’e/r for D to be SC,,, 
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6. SEPARATED BOUNDARY FORMS 
Theorem 5.2 allows us to refine some of the results in [3] where the bound- 
ary forms are separated. In this case Postulate J is equivalent (see [4]) to 
Postulate I stated below. 
Assume separated boundary forms, 
U,(u) =~ f- a,D’- ~zr(O), i =-- I,..., 11, 
, 1 
(6.1) 
These boundary forms are assumed to satisfy 
Postulate 1. 
(i) 17 +y <2n; 
(ii) 3 = 11 aij(-l)j 11 is SC,, with rank p; 
(iii) B is SC, with rank 4. 
Notice that the rank conditions implyp < IZ and q < II. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let the boundary forms (6.1) satisfy Postulate I. Then 
adjoitlt boundary.forms can be constructedin (2.5) to have the form 
and satis/j, 
A, = jl ai”; Ij is SC,-, with rank II -- p, 
8, = I! b&l)’ ~1 is SC,_, with rank II - c/, 
where B, = jl 62 I/ . 
Proof. Using notation similar to that in Section 2, if 
(,,, 9). I,, 
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then there are matrices A and J!? of order (n -- 11) ;., 17 and (11 - (1) II. 
respectively, such that 
is nonsingular because A and B have full rank. There is a permutation matrix 
P such that 
A, 0 
PC’ -- !i o B 1 Ln, 2,r 
where 
and A, and B, are nonsingular. Thus, 
(‘-1p* A,’ 0 
0 B;’ : 
With S defined as in Section 2. it follows that 
P((' l)*s* 
,yb 0 
0 B, ~.‘,, 2,, 
for certain n .i II matrices A, and B, . Consequently, the matrix ((‘m ‘)*S’ 
used to construct the adjoint boundary forms yields separated boundary 
forms of the type stated in the theorem. 
In the context of Theorem 5.2 for separated boundary conditions D, 
,’ Li,(:) jl where. 
(/‘?’ )I u,,( - I)’ ’ )I. i I....,p:.j I...., II. 
hf j~.s~!~I-j . i p’ I,...,[? q;,; /I I ,..., 2/I. 
0. otherwise 
An elementary linear dependence argument (see [4]) reveals that the only 
possible nonzero subdeterminants of D, have the form 
D, ( ‘:- 
. 1’ q 
Ii, . .._. II k,, 1 (6.2) .I1 ..I.. 1,) . I1 
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for I :::,.jl 2: ... <,jD -: II and 1 < k, < ... < k, -2 II. The determinant (6.2) 
is easily seen to be equal to 
Hence D, is SC,_, of full rank iff the boundary forms (6.1) satisfy Postulate I. 
Entirely similar reasoning confirms that, for the case at hand, the matrix D,, 
in Theorem 5.2 is SCznp(l,+n) of full rank iff the matrices A, and B, defined 
in the theorem are, respectively, SC,+,, and SC,, ,, of full rank. Now 
Theorem 5.2 implies the desired result. B 
Theorem 6.1 implies the following strengthened version of Theorem 3.2 
in [3]. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let the boundar~~~fbrrm (6.1) 3atisj.i Postulate I. Then there 
is a unique nionospline ,V E JAL,,,,. satiqfj*ing 
U(X) == 0, 
u*(Lx) =- 0, 
X(&J =~- 0, k = I,..., r: 
lfjff’ there are indices 1 :-: i, \ .. c: i,, 5: n ( i,+, i ... <. i, + 2n. 1 +: 
, 11 ~1~ n ,. i. .‘. ::: r,ls+l <. .‘. < ,jn < 211 such that 
.i,, ‘ ik, , p =~ I).,., /I -- I (6.4) 
where {il’)f is complementary to {ill: it1 (I ,..., 2n]. Consequently. (fr G: n. X is 
a/wa~‘s uniquely determined (cf. Theorem 4.3). 
Proqf The matrix of the boundary conditions which LT must satisfy at 
.Y 0 is (cf. (5.2)), 
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The matrix LqI constructed as in Postulate I is 
,\ ( ( - I )’ aj, 0 
I/ 0 I( I)” ’ cl~/l~.,~ ,2 ,(())I 
Evidently, -4, is SC, with rank n ilT >I is SC,] with rank p and A * is SC,, ,) 
with rank H ~ p. The matrix of the boundary conditions at .X 1 is 
81 hi, ‘mL~....,~, o,,, 
B, _- i , -,.....n 
/I Oh 4 . ri I, bL*;( 1 P ‘/‘)l.,t “-, C1liijm~;,::::;-o (1 
which is SC, with rank M iff B is SC, with rank 4 and f?, is SC,_, with rank 
n -~ 4, By assumption A and B are, respectively, SC, II and SC,_, of full 
rank. Thus. the matrices A, and B, satisfy Postulate I with II replaced by 2n, jr 
replaced by 17, and rl replaced by II. The theorem now follows by invoking the 
basic interpolation result, Theorem 2 in [2], for the case at hand. i 
Rerwrk 6.1. The index restriction (6.4) was inadvertently omitted in 
Theorem 3.2 in [3]. 
Remark 6.2. Just as for mixed boundary forms (see Remark 5.3) it is 
possible to express conditions (6.3) in Theorem 6.2 without explicit reference 
to the adjoint boundary forms. Specifically. the inequalities involving A, and 
B, are equivalent to 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
where {ii’};’ and {,iL’); are complementary. respectively, to {ill;’ and [,i,j; in 
{l....: ?A). 
The following result generalizes Theorem 1 in [8]. It applies in particular 
to boundary forms encountered in the study of vibrating physical systems. 
THEOREM 6.3. Consider quadrature, formrlas of‘ the ,form. 
Q(u) -= ‘I* aiL:,(u) ,. i Ga6,;) 
L 1 I, 1 
with boundary ,fortm (6.1) sati@jGng Postulate 1 and the requirements 
A (,;::::;;;) ; 0. 
B( 
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Let Cg be the class of quadrature formulas (6.7) which are exact on L-polyno- 
mials. Then 59 is nonempty iff there exists a monospline m E .R?$,,, satisfying 
u(m) = 0, 
u*(Llx-) = 0. (6.10) 
X([,J = 0, k = I ;..., r. 
Furthermore, N is uniquely determirted by these requirements iff 
Proof. Let 
r -,> n -- ( p + q). 
Then 
(6.1 I) 
(6.12) 
Consequently, 
A ( ’ 
I,...,p 
) = A (:I;‘;- ] ~- i,l’ ,.,,, 2t7 1 ~ i’- “’ I, . . . . . I” ,r ,, I) = n (;y;) 7 0. . 1 
and 
-,j ’ n . . . . . ’ “) = B ~;::::‘;, i 0. 217 - 1 -.j;-,+,, 
In view of Remark 6.2, the requirements (6.3) of Theorem 6.2 hold for the 
indices (6.11). Furthermore, in the event n > r, there will exist indices 
satisfying (6.3) and (6.4) iff the indices (6.1 I) satisfy (6.4) because the selection 
(6.11) determines the smallest possible ,j”s and largest possible i”s. Conse- 
quently. there exists a unique monospline N satisfying (6.10) iff either 
r T; n or. if r < n, the indices (6.1 I) satisfy (6.4). 
From (6.1 1) and (6.12), 
.I* ‘/L. p =: I...., y, 
n”p-4, p 1 q + l,..., I?. 
an d 
, 
I /L -=p A/J’ p = I,.... I7 -p, 
: il -:- p, P -= I7 -p i- I,..., 77 
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Thus, (6.4) fails to hold #there is an index p such that 
and either 
The last requirement can never be satislied. the two before it are equivalent 
to the existence of p satisfying L/ ---_ /L II r p. i.e.. lo 11 --‘. II I’ 11. 
Consequently, .y is uniquely determined ill’ r 17 ( p cl), which prove:, 
the last assertion in the theorem. 
The analysis above establishes that the existence and uniqueness of an .\‘ 
satisfying (6. IO) occurs iff r : II ( p ~. y). By Theorem 4.3. ‘6 is nonempty 
if an fi’ exists satisfying (6.10). Thus. it remains to show that &’ exists satis- 
fying (6.10) when % is nonempty and 17 ( /1 -- y) I’ 2 0. Construct 
:%?r E A’&~~,,. satisfying U(J~,) -~~ 0 and U”(L&‘,) = 0 as in Remark 4.1. Fix 
points 0 . _ s1 -: “. . .Y,, Q, I and data J‘, . . . . !‘h where h 17 ( p 4). BY 
the basic interpolation result, Theorem 2 in [2], there exists a unique L- 
polynomial, P, such that U(P) 0 and P(x,) .I‘!, I =- I,..., A. (Indeed. the 
hypotheses of that theorem are met using the indices {il}$’ = {/I,” and {jr]; 
{l}:) , By further specifying x, 5, and !,I LV,(E,) for I I ..__. I’ (recall 
r << A) it follows that X X1 P satisfies (6. IO). m 
Remark 6.3. Schoenberg’s result. Theorem 1 in [8], is the uniqueness 
assertion of Theorem 6.3 when p (1 and the boundary forms are specified by 
the matrices 
A j I,, . 0, ,> . B I,, . 0,~ y . 
where I,, is the 17 ;A /I identity matrix. The uniqueness result is quite useful in 
the actual calculation of IT; see [8]. 
7. BOUNDARY FORMS NOR VIBRATING SYSTEMS 
The results of Section 6 will be used to determine best quadrature formula\ 
based on the specific boundary forms. 
(:‘,(/I) 11’ ‘Ii(O) 1 ( 1 )” ” I ‘c,D~‘-“u(o). i =~-= I ,.... 1’. 
(7.1) 
c, ,I AlI) [I’ ‘u( 1 ) ( 1)~ ( rl,D”- %(I ), i ~- l:.... y. 
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where 0 17, 9 : 17. 0 .-. c’~ , r/, . These boundary Forms arise in physical 
oscillation problems (see [I. Chap. 10. Section 71) and were treated in [3]. The 
results below sharpen Theorem 4.1 in [3]. The assumptions required on the 
c’s and (l’s in (7.1) and the attendent analysis are somewhat different according 
as 17 is even or odd. Suppose II is el:e/7. the case of primary physical interest. 
(Comments on the situation when M is odd are given at the end of this section). 
It was shown in [3] that the matrices A and B of the boundary forms 
corresponding to s 0 and .Y I in (7. I ) are. respectively, SC,, and SC,? of 
full rank. (This was done by direct evaluation of the determinants in question. J 
Thus. the boundary forms (7.1) satisfy Postulate I and. additionally. it is 
easily verified that 
because of the special form of A and B. Appeal to Theorem 6.3 yields the 
following refined version of Theorem 4.1 in [3]. 
THEOREM 7. I. Consider the clus~ % of quadrature.fbrmulas (6.7) exact OH 
L-pol~womials, bisitlz bowduty* ,fonm (7. I ). The class % is nonetvpt,y [ff (6. IO) 
has rr solution iv. Furthermore, I? is utziyuel~~ determined b.v (6. IO) ifff’r . II ~~ 
(1’ - l/J. 
Remurk 7. I. .T may exist. equivalently % may be nonempty, when 
I’ . . . M ( 1~ -I- q). The example of Section 4 using the midpoint rule is a case 
in point. There 17 2. t I. and /I c/ -~- 0. 
Reumh 7.2. The preceding discussion as well as that in [3, Section 41 is 
easily modified to cover the case when 17 is odd. However. it must be assumed 
that, for / [tJ,‘2] -! I. 
( ~-~ I )’ -- ( ~- I )” (‘I i 0. 
and when 1’ ’ I. that 
Cl F/t., =,’ 1, ,j = I . . . . . p -- I. 
These assumptions and corresponding ones on the cl’s are needed to insure 
that the boundary forms (7. I) have full rank. 
Renzark 7.3. An alternative proof that the matrices A and B are SC,, and 
SC,, of full rank can be based on Theorem 2.2 in [I]. 
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8. EXTENSIONS AND REMARKS 
8. I. Best L,-AI-‘proxitllatiotls 
The preceding results characterizing best quadrature formulas can also 
be viewed as characterizing the best monospline approximation to zero in 
L,[O, I] among all monosplines satisfying specified boundary conditions and 
having prescribed knots. 
8.2. Weight Functions 
The previous results and their proofs extend immediately to quadrature 
formulas approximating 
where N(X) is a positive, continuous weight function. The only change 
necessary is to redefine $,, in the definition of monospline to be the unique 
solution to the initial value problem 
LU It’ 
D’-lu(O) .~ 0. j I...., /I 
A definite integral representation of $,, is available by integration. 
8.3. Multiknot Quadraturr Formhs 
The analysis of the preceding sections extends to include the important 
case of multiknot quadrature formulas 
which are exact on L-polynomials. Here 
specifies the multiplicity of the knot [,: The analog of Theorem 3. I estab- 
lishes a I : 1 correspondence between quadrature formulas of the form (8. I) 
exact on L-polynomials and L*-monosplines of the form 
satisfying the adjoint boundary conditions, U*(M) 0. Here +Tmi r is the 
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fundamental solution for D,* ... D,,” constructed as in Section 2. If Q(U) in 
18.1) corresponds to M. then 
i 
1 
R(u) (Lu) AI cl.\-. 
* 0 
The best quadrature formula @I/) is again determined by the monospline 
-11 satisfying the adjoint boundary conditions U*(i@) =m 0 and the ortho- 
gonalitv requirement 
for all L*-splines S satisfying the same boundary conditions and with knots 
of multiplicity pELi at f,. . It follows as for Theorem 4.2 that the class ‘K of 
admissible quadrature formulas is nonempty if an L*L-monospline li’ with 
knots (,, of multiplicity p,( exists satisfying 
U(‘q -- 0, 
u*(LAv) 0. (8.2) 
D’ .‘Lv( 5,;) 0. k = I..... r; j -= I .._,. I-L,, 
The results in Sections 5. 6, and 7 can be extended to the multiknot case 
by invoking the appropriate spline interpolation theorems in their multiknot 
formulations. For example, Theorem 6.2 becomes 
THEOREM 8.1. Let the hozmdaryfbwzs (6.1) satiT[l, Postulate I. Then there 
is a zwziqzze monospline .q satisfi+zg (8.2) iff (6.3) holds and, if’ II , zl IPIF 3 
(6.4) also holds. 
Likewise, the analog of Theorem 6.3 is 
THEOREM 8.2. Consider the class % of ~zia~rature,forniulas (8. I) c’xact on 
L-poiynonzials am’ ti’itlz hozmdar>, fbrnw (6. I) satisfjing Postzrlate I, (6.8). arzd 
(6.9). Then % is noneuzpty iff’(S.2) has a solution fi. Moreorw, IT is zuziqz/e!v 
determirwd b!. (8.2) ifi 
3x4 JOtlh I\‘. !I t 
namely. it 
then the best quadrature formula of this type is induced by the monosplinc 
2 LT. where 3 is the unique solution to (X.2). 
!Lor? trtldd iI/ proof. The author has learned that A. Melkman also obtamcd Tl~~,~cn; 
5.2 by an essentially difl‘erent means based on Theorem 2.2 in [I]. This approach doe\ not 
yield the explicit relation betueen sLlbde~er~ni~~~~~~ts of I), and D., give11 hcrc. 
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